was accused of partisanship and judicial activism in favor of corporate interests.' Many people were angry with the Court for deciding that corporations are "persons" for purposes of the First Amendment and entitled to the same rights as human persons in the expression of political speech. ' However, a careful reading of the opinion reveals that the Supreme Court never explicitly stated that because corporations are persons, they must be treated like individuals for purposes of the First Amendment. Instead, the Court framed the issue in terms of whether the speech is the type of speech the First Amendment protects, not whether the speaker is the type of person who can claim First Amendment rights.' It did not matter whether the speaker was a corporation or a human being because the political speech at issue in the case-a documentary film that reflected negatively on Hillary Clinton's candidacy for the 2008 Democratic Presidential Nomination-was covered by the First Amendment. The personhood of corporations was not the basis of the Court's decision; the Court did not focus on corporate personhood anywhere in its opinion. However, critics argue that the unstated premise of the case is that corporations are persons that enjoy the same free speech rights as human citizens.' Critics contend that the Court may have "avoid[ed] saying organizations (last visited July 16, 2012).
13. While "corporate personhood" is a legal doctrine familiar to those formally trained in the law, most non-lawyers are unfamiliar with the term. However, after Citizens United, the phrase "corporate personhood" has found its way into popular culture and mainstream media. capacity as a human being to participate in various legal interactions and incur legal obligations. The law categorizes the corporation as a person really out of convenience to facilitate commerce and enterprise. By calling the corporation a person, the law grants it the standing to enter into contracts, to hold property, to sue and be sued, and ultimately to carry on business in the corporate name.' 4 This legal step is not particularly troublesome, but it arguably leads us down a slippery slope. Activists warn that once the law recognizes the corporation as a person, it does not take much to decide corporations then have legal status as persons, enabling them to claim the same basic rights and privileges that natural persons have."
Indeed, in a series of cases over the last 125 years, the Supreme Court has held corporations are persons entitled to numerous constitutional protections, even though the word "corporation" does not appear anywhere in the Constitution. For example, the Court has found that corporations as persons have rights to due process and equal protection under the Fourteenth Amendment, 6 as well as Fourth Amendment rights against unreasonable searches and seizures," Fifth Amendment protection against double jeopardy," the Seventh Amendment right to a trial by jury," and as Citizens United confirmed, First Amendment rights to free speech and freedom of the press. 2 0 Laws that infringe on these corporate rights are impermissible. Activists argue that with the shield of constitutional corporate personhood, corporations can resist the enforcement of laws that are intended to regulate corporate operations and protect human beings from corporate harm. They fear the corporate creation has now become more powerful than its human creators, and the only way to remedy this is to take personhood away from corporations through a constitutional amendment.
The Move to Amend campaign has succeeded in bringing awareness to the corporate personhood topic. The concept of corporate personhood has entered the national debate, causing many average Americans to question the legitimacy of corporations' legal personhood status. When Mitt Romney famously stated, "Corporations are people" at the Iowa State Fair in 2011, he stepped into the center of the controversy, drawing ridicule and scorn from opponents who accused him of bias toward corporations over ordinary people.
2 1 During the Occupy Wall Street movement, angry protesters waved banners that read "End Corporate Personhood" and "Corporations Are Not People." 22 On the second anniversary of the Citizens United decision, activists protested in "Occupy the Courts" demonstrations nationwide with posters and fliers calling for the revocation of corporate personhood. Today, Citizens United has become a rallying point for this growing social movement. Building upon the frustration and discontentment that many people feel about the prolonged economic recession, the Move to Amend campaign appears to gain increasing popular support. It holds out the hope that the system can be fixed if the nation adopts a constitutional amendment abolishing the personhood of corporations once and for all.
The academic literature has been slow to focus significantly on this modern activist movement. 24 This Article seeks to analyze and critique the movement's strategy and goals in light of important constitutional and corporate law constraints. Progressive groups disagree on whether the push for a constitutional amendment is a good idea. There are many problems with the amendment strategy, not the least of which is the formidable challenge of persuading Congress to pass the amendment with a two-thirds majority in both houses. 25 This Article identifies the problems associated with the Move to Amend approach and suggests that activists cannot necessarily achieve their goal with a constitutional amendment alone. Corporate personhood and power do not find their origin exclusively in constitutional law, but in long-standing corporate law doctrines. An attempt to curb corporate power in the constitutional realm does not address the systemic features of corporate law that allow corporate entities to obtain great economic and political power.
The discussion proceeds in the following parts. Part II will begin with an overview of the Move to Amend project. It will highlight the scope of the movement, the increasing popularity of its message, and the strides it has made in mobilizing legal support at the federal, state, and municipal levels. The voices of the Move to Amend activists are finding audiences prone to listen, and many people are starting to jump on the anti-corporate personhood bandwagon.
Part of the problem with this strategy, however, is that it places too much weight on the corporate personhood designation. The Move to Amend campaign assumes that a constitutional amendment abolishing the personhood of corporations will effectively diminish the power of corporations and dramatically transform society. Part III reveals that this is a mistaken assumption because the personhood concept is largely indeterminate and often irrelevant. Legal history shows that the personhood supreme-court-over-political-donation-rule/2012/01/20/glQAriuOEQstory.html (noting that demonstrators at the Supreme Court held posters that read "Corporations are not people").
24. I have written recently about the Move to Amend project and analyzed in depth its scope, purpose, and value in the context of the law's expressive function and our system of constitutional label has long been arbitrarily applied in constitutional law cases, suggesting that the label itself does not dictate necessary outcomes. The Move to Amend supporters place all their eggs in the corporate personhood basket, but corporate personhood simply does not carry the force and meaning that they assume.
A more significant problem lies in the popular belief that the Supreme Court and constitutional law are largely to blame for the rise of corporate power and influence in society.
While judicial development and interpretation of constitutional law has played a role in elevating the status of corporations, it is corporate law that has permitted the empowerment of large corporate entities. Parts IV and V explain that fundamental corporate law doctrines and deeply entrenched norms, such as shareholder primacy, profit maximization, the business judgment rule, and the separation of ownership and control, have shaped the role that corporations play in our society and political system. The combination of these corporate law doctrines work together to create an environment where corporations can achieve exactly what the activists do not want corporations to haveenormous drive and power to accumulate and spend money-and thereby significantly influence our economic, social, and political spheres. This suggests that a constitutional amendment to revoke corporate personhood and reverse the effect of Citizens United will not accomplish what people think because it is more than just a constitutional law/free speech/First Amendment issue. It is about the core fundamentals of the corporate law regime. It is embedded into the very structure of corporate law itself. To ignore the tensions that corporate law raises in this regard is to miss the deeper origins of corporate ascendance in the modem world.
II. THE CORPORATE ABOLITIONISTS AND "MOVE TO AMEND"
The overriding mission of the hundreds of grassroots activist organizations behind Move to Amend is to overthrow what they perceive to be "corporate rule" in our society. 26 These groups include local community associations and national networks, religious and secular groups, and organizations committed to a broad range of social justice issues. 29. The name 'Corporate Abolitionists' is my term, not theirs. I have grouped many of these organizations together under that label because they share a common interest in revoking the power and status of large corporations by abolishing corporate legal personhood. However, many of these activist groups also have other objectives that are primary to their specific causes, e.g., promoting women's rights, preserving the environment, or restoring local democratic rule.
30. In fact, Corporate Abolitionists view their work as similar not only to that of the abolitionists who successfully labored to end slavery, but also to that of the suffragists who championed women's rights, the civil rights activists who opposed racial discrimination, and even the American Revolutionaries who resisted political oppression in the name of democratic rule. institutions that they would have us believe that they are" but rather are "very dangerous institutions, capable of causing great harm to society, particularly when left largely unregulated"). Abolitionists, these are all "compromises [that attempt] to make things a little less bad," but they do not address the real root of the problem. 39 It is not corporate behavior that must be restricted; it is corporate power.
The Corporate Abolitionists trace the origin of this corporate power to the moment the Supreme Court first declared that corporations were persons under the Constitution. According to the Corporate Abolitionists, that was the tool corporations needed to shift themselves "from the duty side of the line, where they're accountable to the people, to the rights side, where they get protection from government. . . ."4 With the status of personhood, corporations can claim the same basic constitutional rights of human persons and combat legislation burdening their interests. 4 1 The Corporate Abolitionists believe that these constitutional rights, combined with corporations' immense wealth, allow corporations to overpower individual citizens who consequently become second-class persons with little ability to oppose or resist corporate power. 42 The only way to remedy this problem is to return to the source of corporate power, i.e., corporate personhood, and revoke it. They believe "[w]e must radically rethink our belief that giant corporations are legitimate parts of our society and return them to their rightful place as subordinate institutions to a sovereign, democratic people." (May 27, 2010), http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/water-solutions/real-people-v.-corporatepeople-the-fight-is-on (noting that although corporations "cannot be jailed" and "have no conscience," they nonetheless "enjoy virtually all the rights that humans have").
42. See Meyers, supra note 33, at 17-18 ("Because of corporate personhood and corporate constitutional rights, the ordinary, natural person has become a second-class person in the eyes of the law."). This argument finds some support in corporate law scholarship. See, e.g., Carl J. nationwide initiative to add a twenty-eighth amendment to the Constitution, the Corporate Abolitionists hope to "slay the dragon of corporate personhood once and for all."" The Move to Amend organizers have adopted this petition as the centerpiece of their campaign: "We, the People of the United States of America, reject the U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in Citizens United, and move to amend our Constitution to firmly establish that money is not speech, and that human beings, not corporations, are persons entitled to constitutional rights." 45 Citizens nationwide are asked to sign the petition and endorse the effort to retract all constitutional rights from corporate entities.
The arguments of the Corporate Abolitionists are intriguing. On the one hand, critics might dismiss these anti-corporate activists as extremists, utopian radicals, or fringe segments of society that condemn large corporations and oppose modem capitalism. Their protests, marches, and rallies are nothing to take too seriously because their goals are extreme and there is little likelihood they will achieve their ultimate objective. On the other hand, the voice of the Corporate Abolitionists is getting louder, and they are gaining more converts to their cause. They have begun to capitalize on the growing anger that average citizens feel over the struggling economy, the loss of jobs, excessive executive compensation, and the faltering financial markets. The complaints of the Corporate Abolitionists strike a chord with many Americans whose resentment toward large corporations and Wall Street has only been heightened by the Supreme Court's decision in Citizens United.
Occupy Wall Street and other Occupy movements around the country are an outgrowth of some of that resentment. 46 Occupiers have come out in significant numbers to express their dissatisfaction with what they perceive to be gross inequalities and corporate corruption in politics and the 44. Rothschild, supra note 6; see also JEFFREY D. CLEMENTS, CORPORATIONS ARE NOT PEOPLE 145-54 (2012) (arguing that a constitutional amendment declaring corporations are not people will restore freedom, democracy, and republic government). economy. The Occupy Wall Street movement has included many general messages of protest, such as "We are the 99%," "Stop Corporate Greed," and "Stop Corporate Bailouts," but interestingly, the specific call to "End Corporate Personhood" and the slogan that "Corporations Are Not People" have also been prevalent throughout the Occupy demonstrations. 47 In fact, the one theme that seems to have persisted while others have waned is the demand to abolish the personhood of corporations. 48 Analysts have observed that the Occupy movement often appeared "leaderless" and void of a clear message or direction, but one goal that frequently emerged to unify the protests was that of revoking corporate personhood through a constitutional amendment. 4 9 It seems to offer people a concrete, practical solution, a clear objective and a method for fixing a system that they feel is broken."o A message like "Stop Corporate Greed" is so general and amorphous that it is impractical. The call to amend the Constitution to "End Corporate Personhood," however, has appeal because it gives activists a defined route to take. It is something people believe they can take steps to try to accomplish. Corporate Abolitionists have seen a boost to their cause because so many average citizens are now saying there is something wrong with the system and they want to see change. They view the abolition of washingtonpost.com/opinions/stanching-the-flow-of-corporate-dollars-intocampaigns/2011/11/04/gIQAy2cRIMstory.html (reporting that many regional Occupy movements "have already made a constitutional amendment ending corporate personhood one of their key demands").
48. See Gene DeNardo, Corporate Personhood and the Occupy Wall Street Movement, NOLAN CHART (Oct. 15, 2011), http://www.nolanchart.com/article9034-corporate-personhoodand-the-occupy-wall-street-movement.html (observing that none of the demands of the Occupy Wall Street protesters has had the same "popularity and enduring quality" as the demand to rescind corporate personhood).
49. Josh Silver, Wall Street Protests: A Right-Left Movement Must Emerge, HUFFINGTON POST (Oct. 2, 2011, 1:53 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/josh-silver/occupy-wall-streetprotests b 991163.html ("While the protests are proudly decentralized and leaderless, the unifying theme is 'revoking corporate personhood' . . . that would reverse the ... Citizens United Supreme Court decision."); see also Rothschild, supra note 46 (describing the Occupy movement as "leaderless" and "about anything and everyone").
50. See Carney, supra note 47 (noting that the idea of a constitutional amendment "offers Occupy activists some tangible goals beyond simply sleeping in parks"). "For the first time, this is more than just hopeful chatter about a nationwide movement. We're seeing concrete, determined action on the local level." Dylan Ratigan, On Our Way to Climbing Everest, HUFFINGTON POST (Dec. 15, 2011, 1:26 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/dylan-ratigan/on-our-way-to-climbingev b 1151433.html (discussing Occupy Wall Street's role in inspiring the drive to amend the Constitution).
corporate personhood as a viable solution. In connecting with the energy of the Occupy Wall Street movement, the Corporate Abolitionists actually see a silver lining in the Citizens United case: it has become a rallying point for legal reform and a means of igniting the public to take action. ' The Corporate Abolitionists are well aware that the requirements for formally amending the Constitution are stringent. Article V of the Constitution provides that it may be amended in one of two ways: (1) Congress can pass an amendment with a two-thirds majority in both houses, and then have three quarters of the states ratify it, or (2) two-thirds of the states can call a constitutional convention, and then have three quarters of the states ratify the amendment. 52 Requiring such a high majority of Congress and the states to agree on any issue poses a seemingly insurmountable challenge. One might be inclined to predict that a constitutional amendment abolishing the legal personhood of corporations stands very little chance of ever passing. Surprisingly, however, the idea seems to be gaining traction. What started as a grassroots activist movement has begun to make its way into mainstream legislative channels at the federal, state, and municipal levels.
For example, at the federal level, members of Congress have introduced various bills proposing an amendment to the Constitution that would eliminate corporate personhood for purposes of constitutional rights and prohibit corporations from political spending. Rep. Ted Deutch introduced the Outlawing Corporate Cash Undermining the Public Interest in our Elections and Democracy (OCCUPIED) Amendment, which specifies that only natural persons, not corporations, have constitutional rights, and bans corporate contributions or expenditures in all political elections." Rep. James McGovern introduced the People's Rights Amendment, which clarifies that the term "person" in the Constitution excludes corporations 51. See Pibel, supra note 41 (suggesting that Citizens United has become a "rallying point" and noting that people's "interest has skyrocketed" and they are "eager to volunteer, to organize, to meet, to do anything to reverse the Court's decision"); see also Lisa Danetz, Senior CounselDemos, Speech: Lisa Danetz on Anniversary of Citizens United Ruling, DEMOS (Jan. 23, 2012), available at http://www.demos.org/press-release/speech-lisa-danetz-anniversary-citizens-unitedruling ("We see that, in the national discourse, people throughout the country are starting to make the connection between the economic pain they are feeling and the deficits in our democracy embodied by the Citizens United decision."). 62 All of these grassroots resolutions and referenda may be only symbolic in nature, but more people are gradually embracing the proposition that corporations should not have personhood status under the Constitution, and they are moving forward with the goal of a constitutional amendment to eliminate that status.
The Corporate Abolitionists have made strides with their Move to Amend campaign, but the movement has certain weaknesses. The goal of ending the legal doctrine of corporate personhood may not accomplish all that the Corporate Abolitionists hope. People believe the personhood of corporations gives corporations constitutional rights, but the truth is, the personhood label carries relatively little significance. As the following section explains, the personhood label is not as important and determinative as it appears.
III. THE IRRELEVANCE AND INDETERMINACY OF CORPORATE PERSONHOOD
Corporate Abolitionists believe that a constitutional amendment abolishing corporate personhood will mean corporations can no longer hold the elevated status of persons under the Constitution, and therefore, no longer be entitled to any constitutional rights. This in turn will drastically diminish the power of corporations in society and produce a more robust democracy that is free of the dominating influence of corporations. The underlying assumption of this viewpoint is that once we call something a "person," certain rights must follow, and as soon as we revoke that label, that entity will no longer possess those rights. It assumes that personhood is a concept heavily laden with meaning. This belief is mistaken. Just because we call something a person does not mean it is automatically entitled to certain rights. Legal history shows that the personhood designation has been inconsistently applied in constitutional law cases, revealing that the label itself does not dictate results. The extension of constitutional rights to corporations has not been controlled by personhood terminology at all, but by a rather incoherent, ad hoc approach to corporate rights.
The Supreme Court has held corporations are persons for purposes of some constitutional protections but not for others. For example, the Court has extended Fifth Amendment double jeopardy rights to corporations," but has declined to extend the Fifth Amendment privilege against selfincrimination to corporations. According to the Court, "[t]he constitutional privilege against self-incrimination is essentially a personal one, applying only to natural individuals."' The Court has never clearly explained why a corporation is a person for purposes of the double jeopardy clause of the Fifth Amendment, but not for purposes of the self-incrimination clause of the same amendment. 65 In fact, the use of the term "person" in both clauses is analytically indistinguishable. The self-incrimination clause follows immediately after and is grammatically part of the double jeopardy clause, so it is difficult to understand why the self-incrimination privilege is purely personal while the double jeopardy protection is not. It appears constitutional corporate personhood means one thing in one context and something else in another." This disparate treatment is based simply on the Court's policy judgments regarding the different rationales for the double jeopardy and self-incrimination protections.
At times, the Supreme Court has applied this selective approach to 
65.
The Court has tried to reconcile this inconsistency by asserting in conclusory terms that certain "purely personal" guarantees like the privilege against self-incrimination are unavailable to corporations because the "historic function" of the particular right has been limited to the protection of individuals. First Nat'l Bank of Bos. v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 778 n.14 (1978) (internal quotation marks omitted).
66. This selective application of the personhood designation in the context of the Fourteenth Amendment prompted one Supreme Court Justice to remark, "It requires distortion to read 'person' as meaning one thing, then another within the same clause and from clause to clause. It means, in my opinion, a substantial revision of the Fourteenth Amendment." Wheeling Steel Corp. v. Glander, 337 U.S. 562, 579 (1949) (Douglas, J., dissenting). corporate personhood and constitutional rights even within the same case. For example, in Hale v. Henkel, the Court held corporations are persons entitled to protections from unreasonable searches under the Fourth Amendment, but the Court simultaneously held corporations are not persons for purposes of the self-incrimination clause of the Fifth Amendment.
6 7 Therefore, the very same case both supported and rejected constitutional corporate personhood at the same time for purposes of analyzing different rights under the Constitution.
Another example can be found in the First Amendment. Corporations are persons entitled to First Amendment free speech rights, as Citizens United affirmed. Corporations have rights to engage in political speech, to spend corporate money to support or oppose political candidates, and ultimately to have their voice heard in the marketplace of ideas." In this regard, corporations may not be distinguished from individuals who have the same rights to express their political views and to participate fully in the electoral process. But the Supreme Court has never held that corporations are persons who have the right to vote, even if they can do everything an individual can do to influence others' votes.
How can a corporation be a person for one constitutional right, but then stop being a person for another? The answer is because the personhood label is not all it is cracked up to be. The term does not carry as much weight as one might expect. Applying corporate personhood in certain contexts and not in others is a matter of policy and expediency, not a matter of logic or consistent reasoning. 69 The bottom line is that the Supreme Court has never developed a unified theoretical justification for concluding that corporations are persons under the Constitution. Thus, there is no coherent, consistent way of defining corporate constitutional rights. The effect is a corporate personhood jurisprudence that often seems purely resultoriented." Corporate personhood is therefore a conclusion, not a question or a starting point from whence conclusions are made. If this is true, then it does not really matter what we call the corporation. Instead of labeling it a person, we could just as easily refer to it as a "right-and-duty-bearing unit" While Corporate Abolitionists might believe that once you call something a person, you must give it the rights accorded to persons, it turns out it is really the other way around. We choose to extend corporations certain rights under the Constitution, whether it be First Amendment free speech rights or Fourteenth Amendment equal protection rights, and in doing so, we then conclude that corporations are persons under the Constitution for purposes of those rights. In this sense, the term person signifies whatever the law makes it signify."
If the personhood label does not matter much and carries so little weight, then the Corporate Abolitionists' call to revoke corporate personhood under the Constitution may be misplaced. Corporate personhood, because it is so indeterminate, is not as powerful a doctrinal force as the Corporate Abolitionists seem to believe. Therefore, abolishing the legal concept of corporate personhood may not accomplish what they are hoping. In focusing their efforts on instigating a popular movement to adopt a constitutional amendment to end corporate personhood, the Corporate Abolitionists have attached a level of meaning to the personhood designation that does not appear to be there.
In addition, abolishing constitutional corporate personhood does not address a more significant source of corporate power that has little to do with constitutional jurisprudence. As the next Part reveals, long established doctrines of corporate law are responsible for shaping the role that corporations play in our society, and any attempt to curb corporate power must take into account the obstacles presented by corporate law itself. they believe the Court is responsible for giving corporations tremendous power in our society. They attribute that corporate power to the Supreme Court's 125 years of constitutional law jurisprudence granting personhood status to corporations. But the reality is that constitutional analysis plays only a partial role. The real conflict lies in the nature and structure of corporate law, not constitutional law. What people find so unnerving is that corporations have been allowed to amass great wealth and power under our legal system, and they fear that corporations use that wealth and power to dominate our economy, our politics, and our culture. Even if that were true, it is not necessarily the fault of constitutional law. It is corporate law that allows corporations to be structured and operated in a way that affords corporate entities the types of rights and powers that make Corporate Abolitionists so angry. Deeply entrenched corporate law doctrines and norms dictate how corporations act and function, and it is these features of corporate law that shape the role of corporations in our society.
IV. CORPORATE LAW DOCTRINES, NORMS, AND

A. Shareholder Primacy and Profit Maximization
For example, corporate law has long embraced the principles of shareholder primacy and profit maximization. 74 The fundamental purpose of the corporation is to increase firm value and maximize profits for the shareholders." While corporations are composed of many different constituencies, including employees, creditors, customers, and suppliers, it is the shareholders whose interests are typically primary under corporate law. 76 Managers of the company owe a fiduciary duty to act in the best long-term interests of the shareholders, and that interest is ultimately defined as maximizing shareholder wealth. Milton Friedman famously asserted that "there is one and only one social responsibility of business -to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits . . . .""
The law of corporations is based on this premise that corporations exist to make a profit. They do not exist to be charitable organizations. Every law student who takes a basic corporations law course learns the foundational pronouncement of the court in Dodge v. Ford Motor Co.:
A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the stockholders. The powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other purposes."
The responsibility of the corporation's board is to make money for the shareholders. Any corporate act, decision, or expenditure of money is, or legally should be, intended directly or indirectly to promote that end.
How do these bedrock principles of corporate law relate to corporate speech? The corporation's predominant aim is to enhance profitability, and that objective inevitably affects the nature and the purpose of its speech. As an economic actor, the corporation's speech will always have a tendency to be economically motivated. Corporations engage in speech in instrumental terms to enable them to succeed in the economic market. As with any corporate act, the goal for engaging in corporate speech is to maximize profits. Corporate advertising and commercial speech clearly reflect that goal. But corporate political speech reflects that goal as well." When a corporation spends money to influence the political realm, whether it be through lobbying or supporting political candidates, the corporation is also motivated by the bottom line."
Corporations have a vested "interest and need to participate in political speech." 82 Corporate political speech is ultimately driven by the profit maximization principle. Corporations spend millions of dollars annually lobbying for political influence in government." The corporation engages in political spending to curry political favor or to influence the political environment to make it more business friendly. 84 The corporation's political speech may be designed to reduce burdensome regulation on the corporation's activities, or to promote favorable legislation that affords corporations more freedom to act in ways that maximize profits for the shareholders and shift costs onto others." The corporation tends to be a "one-sided participant[ ] in the political debate," using its money consistently to promote one particular goal, i.e., increasing share values. 86 Emerging empirical research suggests that corporate political spending is profit-maximizing and benefits shareholders. A recent report found that corporate political activity appears to have a generally positive effect on firm value, as reflected in excess market returns." For publicly traded companies, the benefits of political lobbying have been reported in stronger financial performance and greater stock market returns. Corporations that lobby intensively tend to outperform their benchmarks to larger degrees." Over the long term, politically connected firms can outperform their peers by 2-3 percent per year. 89 One study found that the economic value of a $1 business campaign contribution in terms of lower state corporate taxes is approximately $6.65.90 Corporations that participate in politics tend to gain advantages that help corporations make more money and benefit shareholders.
9 ' By and large, this is what shareholders want. They invest in corporations for the most part to make money. The shareholders of a particular corporation may not necessarily agree with all of the political causes or candidates supported by that corporation, but if the corporation is providing the shareholders with a hefty return on their investment, they may not care where the corporation's political expenditures go. "Given the choice between a successful growing company supporting a candidate with whom the shareholder has a disagreement and a company whose stock is sinking but one who may back the same candidate, the rational investor would choose the company whose stock is on the rise."
92 This is the point where the corporation's duty to maximize profits ends and where the shareholder's interest as an investor ends as well. The fact that we do not see overwhelming shareholder objection to corporate political speech, or the emergence of incorporation statutes that make such speech ultra vires, suggests that corporate political speech tends to benefit shareholders by increasing their share value, and this is what they ultimately seek." 91. There is some academic debate on whether corporate political spending truly benefits shareholders. Some empirical studies indicate that corporate political spending correlates with lower shareholder value. See Shapiro & Dowson, supra note 87 (describing and criticizing three separate studies that argue corporate political activity harms shareholders); see also John C. Shareholder primacy and profit maximization are key principles of corporate law that urge corporations to do what they are best at: innovating, taking risks, creating new products, and making money in the economic sphere. The drive to make as much money as possible is the underpinning for the whole structure of corporate law and defines the nature of corporate activity in society. Corporations are so highly motivated to engage in political speech, precisely because such speech facilitates the legally defined goal of shareholder wealth maximization.
B. The Separation of Ownership and Control and the Business Judgment Rule
Another set of very important doctrines in corporate law involves the separation of ownership and control, and the business judgment rule. Corporations are economically and legally structured so that shareholders own the equity interest in the company, but managers are the ones who exercise control of the business.
9 4 Large publicly held corporations have numerous, widely dispersed shareholders who lack the incentive and ability to coordinate with one another to manage the affairs of the company." Highly diversified shareholders may invest their capital in hundreds of different corporations through mutual funds and have little desire to closely monitor how each is managed on a daily basis. "The simple fact is that one invests not to create a company or even run it, but ... to gain a decent return." 96 The owners of the corporation remain inactive, trusting that corporate directors and officers with business expertise and talent are far more capable of running the business to the shareholders' ultimate advantage.
Corporate law both reflects and produces this division between ownership and control by giving corporate directors the exclusive power to manage the business. State corporate law makes clear that the "business and affairs of every corporation . .. shall be managed by or under the direction profit-oriented "fictional shareholder" whose economic interest supersedes all others).
94. Adolf Berle and Gardiner Means first thoroughly analyzed the separation of ownership and control as one of the defining characteristics of public corporations in the 1930s. ADOLF A.
BERLE, JR. & GARDINER C. MEANS, THE MODERN CORPORATION AND PRIVATE PROPERTY 84-89 (1932)
. Their work has been described as perhaps "the most influential book ever written about corporations." BAINBRIDGE, supra note 77, at 4-5.
95. This reflects the "rational apathy of owners burdened by a collective action problem. of a board of directors."" The directors and their duly appointed agents possess the supreme authority to make corporate decisions and act on behalf of the corporation. The shareholders are not entitled to participate in the day-to-day management of the company. Ordinary business decisions are not the province of shareholders. 98 They have virtually no rights to set corporate policy or control the business and affairs of the corporation. With shareholders having very little power to initiate corporate action, corporate law creates a system in which "the board acts and the shareholders, at most, react." 99 The board sits at the top of the corporate hierarchy and engages in authoritarian decision making for the benefit of the passive owners.' 00 The decisions of the board are protected by the business judgment rule. Absent fraud, bad faith, or conflicts of interest, the business judgment rule presumes that the directors have acted in good faith, on an informed basis, and with the honest belief that they acted in the best interests of the company.'o' To challenge the board's action, the shareholders must rebut the presumption by showing fraud, illegality, or waste, which is extremely difficult to prove.' 02 As long as the directors act with reasonable care and exercise rational judgment, the court will not substitute its judgment for that of the directors. directors to take entrepreneurial risks and encourages innovation with the goal of maximizing shareholder value.'o The business judgment rule pervades every aspect of corporate law. It gives directors and officers wide discretion to make business decisions, including how to deploy corporate resources for the benefit of the shareholders. The managers might decide to use corporate funds to issue dividends or, alternatively, to reinvest the money back into the business.' They might decide to make corporate charitable contributions to any number of worthy causes.' 0 o Or they might decide to use corporate funds to engage in political spending, which under the business judgment rule is treated no differently than any other business decision they make in the best interests of the company. ' Constitutional law, as interpreted by the Supreme Court in Citizens United, may say that corporations have a First Amendment right to spend money in political elections, but it is corporate law that gives the managers the leeway to decide how much or how little to spend in those elections, how often to make those contributions, and which candidates or causes to support. Corporate law views those types of decisions as falling within the ordinary business decisions that managers make to advance profit maximization.' 09 One might argue that corporate political spending is different-more suspect, more likely to reflect the personal views of the corporation's managers rather than the shareholders, more likely to drown out the voices of average citizens, or more likely to corrupt the political system-and therefore should not be given the same deference as other ordinary business 105. BLOCK ET AL., supra note 103, at 12-15 (explaining the rationales of the business judgment rule). 83 (2010) ("Under existing law, a corporation's decision to engage in political speech is governed by the same rules as ordinary business decisions, which give directors and executives virtually plenary authority."). Indeed, the federal securities rules take the same approach. See, e.g., NiSource Inc., SEC No-Action Letter, 2002 WL 32072765, at *1 (Mar. 22, 2002) (allowing the corporation to exclude a shareholder proposal recommending that a corporate political action committee be eliminated on the basis of the "ordinary business operations" exclusion).
decisions."o But corporate law does not make this distinction or take these considerations into account. The large public corporation "is not a New England town meeting""' where the divergent views of shareholders can be discerned and where decisions can be made by a consensus of all interested parties. Rather than being "participatory democracies," corporations are hierarchies in which managers, not shareholders, make decisions "on a fairly authoritarian basis."ll2 Shareholders who object to this outcome or are unhappy with corporate political spending decisions have various remedies which may or may not provide significant relief, but they are the only remedies contemplated by corporate law. " Shareholders have no other grounds for asserting that corporate political speech is improper. Political spending is no different from other business decisions such as "which products to make, what kind of advertising to run, and which employee benefits to offer [,] " all of which require no shareholder input."
4 This is the nature of corporate law. It is the consequence of upholding the business judgment rule and the separation of ownership and control.
These Governance, 97 NW. U. L. REV. 547, 555 (2003). Some commentators suggest that the term "shareholder democracy" is a "misnomer, and perhaps a carryover from the days of town hall governance, which of course was only possible while the town remained small." Morel, supra note 96, at 1598. Shareholder democracy is not possible in the modern corporation, which is too large to direct by a consensus of all shareholders. Id.
113. Shareholders who believe managers are engaging in corporate political speech for their own self-interest can bring a derivative suit for a breach of the fiduciary duty of loyalty, or shareholders can oust current directors and elect new ones, or shareholders can submit shareholder proposals in the proxy statement, or shareholders can sell their stock altogether. Critics argue that, by and large, these are hollow remedies. of corporate law that contributes to corporate power.
C. Perpetual Existence and Unlimited Growth
Modem corporate law places no limit on the life span of a corporation or on how large it can grow. The corporation, by its nature, has longevity, a perpetual existence that its individual members do not share. " [O] rganizations can persist for several generations .. . without losing their fundamental identity as distinct units, even though all members at some time come to differ from the original ones.""1 6 The law recognizes the corporation as an independent entity whose existence and identity remain the same, even if its human membership changes over time or is in a constant state of flux. The corporation can grow and live forever; unlike individuals, corporations are not held back by a finite life span."' Nor is the corporation generally constrained by any legal limits on its wealth, size, or geographic reach. Large public corporations can grow to an enormous size with vast amounts of assets, billions of dollars in revenues, thousands of employees, and numerous branches, factories, and facilities in locations all over the world. The total market capitalization of public U.S. companies exceeded $15 trillion in 2011."' The annual revenues of most major corporations far surpass the gross domestic product of many countries."
9 Corporate law promotes the maximization of profit and places no cap on the accumulation of corporate wealth. Corporations can expand their presence by consolidating with other business entities domestically and internationally. Corporate law provides the means for corporations to merge and acquire other corporations and thereby grow exponentially in size, instantly by operation of law.' 20 Historically, early corporate law took a very different approach to corporate growth and power. In the early nineteenth century, corporations required a special act of the state legislature to approve their charters on a case-by-case basis. 121 States typically granted corporate charters for enterprises that served a public function and met specific social needs, e.g., public utilities, banks, insurers, transportation services, and water works.1 22 Corporate charters were granted sparingly and only "for limited periods and for limited public purposes."
23 State law played a decisive role in circumscribing corporations within certain spheres of activity. Early charters often contained specific provisions maintaining some measure of control over corporations.1 24 Laws kept corporate size and power in check by placing limits on the maximum amount of authorized capital and indebtedness, restricting the life span of corporations to a fixed number of years, and prohibiting corporations from holding stock in other corporations.' 2 5 These constraints were imposed out of fear that corporations, if left unbridled, would grow so large and amass such power that they would become oppressive and coercive.1 2 6
Corporate law today no longer imposes these restrictions on corporate life span and growth. Therefore, corporations are free to become large corporate conglomerates and accumulate immense wealth. These advantages attach to the corporate form through corporate law. The fact that corporations can grow so big and generate so much money is what makes corporations so economically and politically powerful.
V. CORPORATE LAW V. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
AS THE SOURCE OF CORPORATE POWER As Part IV discussed, long-standing corporate law doctrines and norms-shareholder primacy and profit maximization, the separation of ownership and control, the business judgment rule, perpetual existence, and unlimited growth and accumulation of assets--define the nature of large public corporations today. These fundamental features of corporate law work together to cultivate an environment where corporations can gain great economic and political power. This power is ultimately what so many people find unsettling. They resent the vast amounts of money controlled by corporate entities. They resent how powerful that money makes the leaders of corporations. The crux of the unease is the fear that corporations with their enormous wealth will so dominate the political sphere that the voices of ordinary citizens will be muted. This dismay over corporate influence is why Citizens United continues to provoke such strong reaction. No one fears the little family-owned corporation or the small non-profit organization that engages in various forms of campaign advocacy. It is the large multinational corporation that worries most people because such corporations enjoy perpetual existence, control billions of dollars, and are so strongly driven by the profit motive. But corporate law is structured to allow this to happen. It creates a world where large public corporations can thrive and achieve exactly what the Corporate Abolitionists do not want corporations to have: tremendous drive to make and accumulate money, and then spend that money to influence and engage in the political realm. If this is true, then it is corporate law, not just constitutional law, that is at the core of what bothers Corporate Abolitionists so much, although they may not realize it. Corporate power is not necessarily rooted in the personhood status of corporations under constitutional law. Rather, it is the result of corporate law's conception of the property rights of shareholders to make as much money as they can and want. Corporate money is shareholder money.' 27 Under our system of economic rights, it would be unthinkable to suggest that the law limit or cap how much money can be earned and accumulated by shareholders who use the corporate vehicle as a means of investment. Corporate law's focus on shareholder primacy and profit maximization is bolstered by these strong concepts of individual property rights to pursue economic gain.
All of this implies that a constitutional amendment to abolish corporate personhood will not achieve what people are hoping because corporate power is not merely a matter of constitutional law, free speech, and personhood. It is about the fundamental features of the corporate law regime. It is embedded into the very structure of corporate law itself. Constitutional law alone does not explain why corporations are so powerful. To address corporate power in the comprehensive manner that the Corporate Abolitionists wish, they would need to dismantle core corporate law doctrines and norms, and that is an entirely different battle.
Perhaps corporate law could be revamped completely to alter the nature and structure of corporate institutions. Various elements of the corporate form, such as the ability to accumulate immense wealth, could be eliminated or state legislatures could revert to limiting the life span of corporations to strictly defined periods in corporate charters. Perhaps "Congress could forbid corporations altogether. Or Congress could forbid those elements of . .. corporat[ions] . . . that make them powerful-for example, the separation of ownership and control. Or Congress could tax corporate operations until capital, labor, and consumers prefer to deal with each other in small partnerships rather than . .. [corporations] ."l 28 The risk of taking such "corporation-weakening responses," however, is that society would lose the efficiencies and the "economies of scale that. . . [large-scale] corporate organization provides."l 29 Corporations provide goods and services of value that benefit our society-goods and services that we would find it difficult to live without in our technological day and age. "Many of the things we buy are much more complicated to manufacture and bring to the marketplace than the products of an earlier generation."Oo Without the large-scale operations of corporate organizations, many of the complex needs of modem society may go unmet."' The "corporate day each of us consumes the products and employs the services of innumerable corporations .... My normal progress through the day would be unsustainable without these creatures that routinely deliver unimaginable prodigies of organization and performance.").
131. See Kennedy, supra note 130, at 27 ("In general, our economic lives, as well as our private lives, have become more complicated. Individual producers, whether farmers, craftsmen, or professionals, can rarely satisfy the needs of the community."). structure allows corporations to do a singularly good job" of producing innovative products at a good price without all of the inefficiencies that burden government agencies.1 3 2 The large corporation enables human beings to accomplish, through concerted action, many things that no individual could achieve alone."' The same corporate law that enables corporations to produce all of these advantages for us is also the source of the enormous corporate power that distresses so many people. These elements of corporate law are so intertwined that any decision to weaken portions of the governing structure to address corporate power will necessarily come at a cost.
VI. CONCLUSION
Citizens United sparked such strong responses precisely because many people are worried about excessive corporate power. That worry is not going to go away anytime soon. People are angry at the Supreme Court for affirming corporate power in Citizens United. Many are focusing their anger on attacking the doctrine of constitutional corporate personhood. The point of this Article is to suggest that their anger may be channeled in the wrong direction. Citizens United cannot be analyzed and understood in isolation as merely a case about campaign finance law, the First Amendment, or constitutional law. Corporate law plays a critical role in how we evaluate the implications of Citizens United. Even if we could abolish corporate personhood and restrict corporations from political spending, it most likely would not eliminate their political power because their political power stems from their economic power, and that economic power is derived from corporate law itself. As long as corporate law remains the way it is, and as long as there are many good reasons for keeping it as such, corporations will continue to hold power, whether or not they are called persons for purposes of constitutional rights.
Perhaps the Corporate Abolitionists recognize all of this, but feel they have to start somewhere. They know that a constitutional amendment to abolish the personhood of corporations is a formidable challenge, but in 132. Greenwood, supra note 86, at 1050 (noting that there is "no reason to give up these enormous advantages").
133. See Galanter, supra note 130, at 1370 (" [Corporations] have proved a tool for complex and coordinated action of a scale, consistency, and perseverance vastly beyond the range of biological individuals or informal gatherings."). Peter Drucker argued that the "bigness" of large integrated corporations is enormously advantageous not only because it produces things more cheaply and efficiently, but because it contributes to social stability and healthy social functioning in ways that small business could never do. See PETER F. DRUCKER, CONCEPT OF THE CORPORATION 223-29 (1972) (explaining several reasons why "bigness" is an asset and not a liability). some ways it presents a much more straightforward and clearly defined route than attempting to take on all of corporate law as a governing structure. Supporters of the amendment may agree it is "not a panacea," but they argue that it nonetheless presents "an organizing vision"' 34 and that it "offer[s] extraordinary value as a tool for education and mobilization."'
35
Even so, it is important to acknowledge that corporations are complex, multi-faceted creatures, and their ascendance arises from more than their personhood status. Corporate law has gone a long way toward creating the powerful position that corporations hold in our legal system and society. To ignore the significance of corporate law in this regard is to overlook the deeper origins of corporate influence in the modern world. 
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vanden Heuvel, supra note 47.
